One of the important issues to be addressed when solving problems on parallel machines or distributed systems is that of efficient termination detection. Numerous schemes with different performance characteristics have been proposed in the past for this purpose. These schemes, while being efficient with regard to one performance metric, prove to be inefficient in terms of other metrics. A significant drawback shared by all previous methods is that they may take as long as
time to detect and signal termination after its actual occurrence, where ¤ is the total number of processing elements. Detection delay is arguably the most important metric to optimize, since it is directly related to the amount of idling of computing resources and to the delay in the utilization of results of the underlying computation. In this paper, we present a novel termination detection algorithm that is simultaneously optimal or near-optimal with respect to all relevant performance measures on any topology. In particular, our algorithm has a best-case detection delay of ¡ £ ¢ © ¦ and a finite optimal worst-case detection delay on any topology equal in order terms to the time for an optimal one-to-all broadcast on that topology-we derive a general expression for an optimal one-to-all broadcast on an arbitrary topology, which is an interesting new result in itself. On 
Motivation and Background
In this paper, we consider efficient algorithms for detecting termination of parallel and distributed computations. The model of the computing system used is the same as that in previous work [2] and basically consists of an asynchronous network of processing elements (PEs) labeled
. Each PE is connected to one or more PEs, known as its neighbors, by bidirectional links. A PE may send messages to or receive messages from its neighbors along the bidirectional links connecting them. Although message passing between only neighboring PEs is common in parallel and distributed algorithms, there are many parallel algorithms which require message passing between PEs at arbitrary distances from each other [6] . The only effect that the message-passing behavior of the parallel/distributed algorithm has on a termination detection algorithm is that the detection delay (to be defined shortly) of the termination detection algorithm may be more in the case where arbitrary PEs communicate compared to the case in which only neighboring PEs communicate. In this paper, our main discussion will pertain to the neighborneighbor message-passing case, but we will point out any significant differences in the other case. The parallel/distributed computation whose termination is to be detected is termed the primary computation and messages used by it are called primary messages. The total number of primary messages is denoted by .
The computation associated with the termination detection algorithm is called the secondary computation and the messages used by it are termed secondary messages.
The following features characterize the primary computation: (1) At any time, a PE can be either busy, or otherwise idle, as follows.
Definition 1 A PE is busy if it has some primary computation to perform, otherwise it is idle.
(2) Only a busy PE may send primary messages to its neighbors via its adjacent communication links. (3) A busy PE becomes idle after completing the part of the primary computation assigned to it. (4) PEs can receive primary messages in both busy and idle states. (5) An idle PE becomes busy when and only when it receives a primary message. Thus an idle PE cannot spontaneously become busy (except possibly when the primary computation begins). We assume that initially all PEs are assigned some primary computation, i.e., initially all PEs are busy (generalization of the discussions in this paper to the case when only some of the PEs are initially busy is straightforward). The termination detection problem lies in one (or all) PEs inferring the completion of the primary computation. Clearly, for the primary computation to be complete not only must all PEs become idle, but also there should be no primary messages in transit since idle processors receiving such messages can become busy. Therefore termination detection algorithms need to ensure both these conditions are simultaneously met before signaling termination.
To analyze the performance of termination detection algorithms we will use the following four metrics:
(1) Detection delay ¢ ¡ defined as the time between the actual completion of the primary computation and its subsequent detection; the detection delay of termination detection algorithms when message passing is between arbitrary PEs will be denoted by
¤ £ ¡
; (2) Message complexity ¦ ¥ which is the total number of secondary messages used over all PEs; (3) Space complexity
Previous Work and New Results
A number of termination detection algorithms with different performance characteristics have been proposed in previous work [2, 10, 11, 12, 14, 18] . Some of these algorithms are efficient in terms of the number of secondary messages used [2, 14] , but may take a long time to detect termination [2] or incur significant computational overhead [14] . Similarly, some of the algorithms are either less compute intensive [12] or require less memory [11] , but are vulnerable to underflow [12] or overflow [11] problems. Recall that accounting for in-transit primary messages is crucial to correct termination detection. This is most commonly achieved by either one of two approaches: by using acknowledgements for primary messages or by counting the total number of primary messages sent and received by PEs. In Sec. 4, we will compare the performance of our algorithm with three of the most efficient algorithms proposed previously-two acknowledgement-based algorithms [2, 14] and one message-counting-based algorithm [11] ; we briefly describe and analyze these algorithms next.
Before we consider any algorithms, it is worth noting that [2] presents a general technique that allows a termination detection algorithm to work correctly even when started at an arbitrary time after the primary computation has commenced. The advantage of using the technique is that the complexity of the termination detection algorithm then depends not on the total number of primary messages , but rather on the number of primary messages £ ¡ sent out after it has begun. The downside is that the technique relies on first-in first-out (FIFO) message communication between PEs ¢ , requires as many messages as the number of communication links, and introduces nondeterminism into the detection delay (see [16] for explanation).
In order to keep the detection delay deterministic so that different termination detection algorithms can be compared, and to avoid the restrictive assumption of FIFO capability, we assume in all our performance analyses that the above technique is not used. Therefore we use instead of £ in all complexity expressions. Moreover, the above technique is applicable to all termination detection algorithms considered in this paper; therefore the above assumption is a fair one as far as performance comparison of the different algorithms is concerned.
Acknowledgement-Based Algorithms
The algorithm in [2] embeds a spanning tree in the target topology for termination detection and uses ac- 
£
when it is loaded are acknowledged as soon as it becomes idle. Such messages do not affect the structure of the tree of loaded PEs in [14] . Again as in [2] , STOP messages are sent up this tree of loaded PEs starting at leaf PEs as they become free. Note that although the tree of loaded PEs begins as a particular spanning tree with some root PE, the tree structure is dynamic throughout the primary computation except for the initial root PE which always remains the root. 
¡
. The performance of the above three algorithms are summarized in Table 1 .
Shortcomings of Previous Work and New Results
Previous termination detection algorithms meant for general network topologies, e.g., [2, 14, 11] , while being efficient with respect to one performance metric, turn out to be inefficient with regard to other metrics. One significant drawback common to all such general-purpose schemes known to the authors is that their worst-case detection delay is
$
. This is quite high for most networks of reasonable connectivity compared to the optimal complexity of . Note that the cube-connected cycles and mesh architectures (for instance, that of the Intel Paragon) have degrees of only three and four, respectively, but their diameter is only § " ! $ # % and & , respectively [1] . Of the four metrics discussed in Sec. 1.1, detection delay is arguably the most important metric to optimize. Since for most applications the computation and space complexities of the termination detection algorithm is modest compared to that of the primary computation, these two complexities are the least important. The message complexity of termination detection algorithms is important, especially since in the worst case, secondary messages on the order of the number of primary messages are required. However, secondary messages are usually very short length messages and hence for most applications they will consume a much smaller fraction of the available communication bandwidth compared to primary messages.
There are several factors that make detection delay the most important metric to optimize. First, detec-
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Such a cycle can be formed, for instance, as follows. Find a tree in the (connected) PE graph corresponding to the target architecture by a breadth-first or depth-first search in the PE graph-vertices and edges in the PE graph correspond to PEs and links in the architecture. Then the traversal path (that includes backtracks) corresponding to a depth-first search in this tree from some root PE is a cycle since the search starts at the root PE, visits all other PEs, and then finishes at the root PE. Moreover, since each edge in the tree is traversed exactly twice, and the tree has tion delay signifies a waste of computing resources of the parallel or distributed system. This is accentuated by the fact that the gap between processing speed and communication speed is widening every year [20, 22] 
New Termination Detection Algorithm

Basic Idea
We now present our new termination detection algorithm which, like the algorithms in [2, 14] , uses a spanning tree for termination detection. This spanning tree, called the termination tree, is rooted at a "root" PE and is chosen so as to optimize a one-to-all broadcast from the root PE. By definition, termination is reached when the primary computation is complete. In a parallel primary computation, at any time the primary-computation load is either with PEs or is extraneously present in primary messages that will finally reach a destination PE. In our algorithm, at all times, we regard (irrespective of whether it is actually the case or not) the entire primary computation as "originating" at the root PE and then "branching out" from there to all PEs via "transfers" from a PE to its child PEs in the termination tree. In natural fashion then, termination is detected at the root PE by an inverse process of "branching in," in which starting at leaf PEs, child PEs notify their parent PE when they have finished their primary computation. Since the longest root-leaf path in the tree is long, the branching-in process, and hence the detection delay of our algorithm, is related ¡ This can most often be done by choosing a spanning tree of minimum depth with the "root" PE being a center of the spanning tree [21] . The center of a tree is defined as a vertex with the minimum distance to the furthest vertex from it; any tree has at most two centers [7] . to this path length.
The key to our algorithm's reduced detection delay is that it is structured so that we are consistently able to regard the primary computation at any PE as originating from its parent in the termination tree, and hence by extension from the root PE. Although the algorithms in [2, 14] also start with a spanning tree and initially have the same perspective with regard to primary-computation loads at PEs, they do not maintain that perspective. In [2] (see Sec. 1.2.1), a PE at any time is considered to have received its primarycomputation load from all PEs that have sent it a primary message which it has not yet acknowledged. This therefore leads to a worst-case chain of PEs in which a PE needs to send an acknowledgement to the preceding PE and it can only do so after receiving one from the next PE in the chain. In [14] , a PE £ is considered to have received its primary computation from a PE ¤ that sent the most recent primary message to it when it was free. Again, we see that the PE which is regarded as the source of the primary-computation load at a given PE changes depending upon how primary messages are transmitted. In the worst case, we may have a sequence of PEs in which each PE is regarded as the origin of the primary-computation load at the following PE. This necessitates a sequence of acknowledgement messages or a detection delay. Below we describe our algorithm and explain how we maintain the consistent perspective mentioned above to reduce detection delay while guaranteeing correctness.
Algorithm Description
In our algorithm, at any time, a PE can be either busy or else idle, loaded or else free, and active or else inactive-the first four terms have been defined in Defs. 1 and 2; the last two will be defined a little later.
Note from Defs. 1 and 2 that if a PE is busy, it must be loaded, and if it is free, it must be idle. So the only combination of these states that a PE can have are (busy, loaded), (idle, loaded) and (idle, free). Consider first the simpler case of termination detection in which no primary messages are used. In this case, a non-root PE £ reports a STOP message to its parent once it is free (which is the same as £ being idle since no primary messages are used) and has received STOP messages from all its child PEs, if any. By doing so, £ essentially notifies its parent that all primary-computation load that had branched out from £ has been processed. Thus STOP messages are passed up the tree starting at free leaf PEs until the root PE receives STOPs from all its children. Finally, when the root PE also becomes free, it means that all primary computation is complete, and hence the root PE signals termination by broadcasting a TERMINATION message to all PEs.
Next, consider the more general case in which primary messages may be used. In this case, we use two extra messages ACKNOWLEDGE and RESUME so that we can view as before the primary-computation load at any non-root PE as originating from that PE's parent, and by extension from the root PE. A primary Note that when primary messages are used, a PE may become alternately busy and idle, and loaded and free. Moreover, a PE may also report STOP and RESUME messages alternately. We will refer to PEs as active or inactive as follows.
Definition 3 A PE is active if it has either not sent any STOP messages to its parent, or if it has not sent a STOP after the last RESUME, otherwise, it is inactive. The root PE is active until it signals termination, after which it becomes inactive.
From the definition it follows that if a PE is inactive, it must be free, and hence idle. Moreover, a free PE will be active if it has either not received STOPs from all its children, or if it has not received STOPs from all its children after sending out the last RESUME. Initially, all PEs start out as active, and subsequently PEs may become alternately inactive and active a number of times (along with alternately idle and busy, and free and loaded, as stated previously). A formal description of the above termination detection algorithm called DETECT TERMINATION is given in Fig. 1 . 
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Algorithm Illustration
In Fig. 2 , we show a spanning tree mapped onto some target architecture to illustrate the above termination detection procedure. Black circles represent inactive PEs that have received STOP messages from all their child PEs and have also reported a STOP message to their corresponding parent PEs (after reporting the last RESUME, if at all they reported one); white circles represent active PEs that have not yet reported a STOP to their parent PEs (after reporting the last RESUME, if at all they reported one). Thus in Fig. 2 has not been processed at this point. Therefore we require all primary messages to be acknowledged before a PE can report a STOP.
When the message sent by PE £ is received by PE , it resumes and sends a RESUME message up the termination tree to nullify a previously transmitted STOP message along this path (see Fig. 2(b) ). When the RESUME message is received by PE , it no longer needs to be transmitted any further up the tree, since there is no prior STOP message to be neutralized. So an ACKNOWLEDGE message is transmitted from PE to PE £ via PE , to acknowledge the primary message received by PE (see Fig. 2(c) ). On receiving the ACKNOWLEDGE message, PE £ relinquishes ownership of the primary message previously sent to PE and can report STOP if it is idle, and does not own any other primary messages (see Fig. 2(d) ).
Proof of Correctness
Preliminaries
Before proving the correctness of algorithm DETECT TERMINATION, we need to define a few terms. All algorithm statements cited hereafter refer to the statements in DETECT TERMINATION. Let The state changes either during a STOP or a RESUME event, which are defined as follows.
Definition 5
A STOP event is said to start at an active non-root PE In the above, PEs on the STOP path become inactive.
Definition 6
A RESUME event at an inactive PE is said to start when it receives a primary message, becomes active, and reports a RESUME to its parent. This is followed by a sequence of RESUMEs from child to parent, one after another, along the path from towards the root PE, until the RESUME reaches an active PE, and the RESUME event completes. The RESUME path corresponding to for this event is the set of PEs, ordered from towards the root PE, that report RESUMEs.
In the above, PEs on the RESUME path become active. With the above preliminaries out of the way, we next prove that DETECT TERMINATION does not incorrectly signal termination. We refer the reader to [16] for a proof to the above lemma. Proof: First, we show that between state events, the set § of active PEs induces a tree, the active tree ¡ , rooted at the root PE in the termination tree, and that at all times, the root PE is active if there are any other active PEs. Recall from Lemma 1 that simultaneous STOP and RESUME state events can be ordered one after another by their start times (with ties broken arbitrarily), without altering the final state of the termination tree. Therefore, we assume in the rest of the proof that simultaneous state events are ordered in this manner, so that at any time only a single STOP or RESUME state event takes place. We first establish the hypothesis below concerning the active tree using induction on the number of state events. , the base case when the termination tree has not undergone any state changes, the hypothesis is vacuously true as all PEs are active and the active tree is the termination tree.
Proof of No Incorrect Termination Detection
Induction
Step: We assume that the hypothesis holds at time other active PEs will become inactive before it. Thus the hypothesis holds for a STOP event.
Next, consider a RESUME event. From Def. 6, the parent of the last inactive PE on the RESUME path is active and hence a leaf of ¡ . Therefore, when inactive PEs on the RESUME path become active at £ ¢ , ¡ will simply have a path of active PEs attached to a leaf PE, so that ¡ ¢ will also be an active tree rooted at the root PE. Since no PE becomes inactive, the root PE will be active throughout the RESUME event.
Hence the hypothesis holds for a RESUME event too. Figures 3(a) and (b) depict how the active tree in an arbitrary termination tree at £ changes to that at £ ¢ due to simultaneous STOP and RESUME events, the effect of events being obtained by ordering them in an arbitrary manner.
Note that all primary-computation load is either with active PEs, or is in primary messages which in turn imply at least one active PE (because of pending acknowledgements). This means that if there is primary computation to be performed, then § . Moreover, since from the above hypothesis,
and since the root PE will not signal termination when it is active, DETECT TERMINATION will not signal termination when there is primary computation to be performed, thus proving Theorem 2. has become free. This will result in correct termination detection. In the second case also, PE £ can report a STOP to its parent once the above two conditions are satisfied. However, this will not result in signaling of termination since the sender PEs corresponding to the pending RESUME messages (and hence pending acknowledgements) will not have reported a STOP. When these RESUME messages are later received, they will be passed up the termination tree to nullify previously sent STOP messages. 
Non-FIFO Case Theorem 3 DETECT TERMINATION does not signal termination when there is primary computation to be performed, irrespective of whether message communication in links is in FIFO order or not.
Proof of Finite Detection Delay
Next we show that our algorithm has a finite detection delay; we will analyze its best-and worst-case detection delays in Sec. 4.
Theorem 4 DETECT TERMINATION signals termination a finite time after the primary computation is complete.
Proof: After the primary computation is complete, say, at time received any pending acknowledgements (statement 3), which it will in finite time since ACKNOWLEDGE messages follow a definite finite route. The leaves of the active tree are PEs with all inactive children. These leaf PEs will therefore report a STOP after they have become free (statement 5). Next, when the new set of leaf PEs in the active tree receive these STOPs, they will report a STOP to their parents and become inactive, so that the active tree contracts again towards the root PE. Since the termination tree has a finite-length rootto-leaf path (or finite height), the root PE will eventually become inactive a finite time after 
Performance Analysis
Here we analyze the performance of our termination detection algorithm and suggest modifications that can improve its average-case performance.
Detection Delay
Before we analyze the detection delay, we need to define a few terms in relation to a rooted tree. A vertex is said to be at level £ if it is at a distance of £ from the root [7] . Thus the root is at level Next, we establish the best-and worst-case detection delays of our algorithm. We will see that in the worst-case of detection delay, the active tree is the complete termination tree at termination (and after all pending acknowledgements have been received), and that STOP messages are passed up the tree in the same manner as in an all-to-one accumulation operation at the root PE. Thus each PE receives STOP messages from all its child PEs and forwards a single STOP to its parent PE. For the worst-case detection delay complexity, we derive a general expression, and also a simplified one in which we assume that the total STOPmessage communication time after the primary computation terminates dominates the total STOP-message processing time. This is a realistic assumption, since processing of a STOP message involves an increment operation (statements 4) which can be completed in a single instruction cycle on most systems, compared to the several cycles it may take to communicate a STOP message to a parent PE (see also footnote 6). in the worst case required for guaranteeing receipt of all acknowledgements after termination. Since STOP and RESUME messages from a PE must alternate, at any time, at most one RESUME message will need to be sent from a PE to its parent, so that different RESUME messages will not contend for the same communication link. Moreover, since a RESUME and the corresponding ACKNOWLEDGE message travel in opposite directions along the same path (statements 8 and 9), there also cannot be contention for communication links between different ACKNOWLEDGE messages.
Theorem 6 DETECT TERMINATION has a best-case detection delay of ¤ and, a finite optimal worstcase detection delay on the same order as an optimal one-to-all broadcast (or all-to-one accumulation
Clearly, in the worst case, all PEs except the root and leaf PEs will be inactive just before
£ §
, and the leaf PEs will all send a RESUME up the tree (after receiving some primary message), and just after that finish their computations and become idle at £ § . These RESUME messages will reach PEs at height ¤ in the termination tree, which in turn will report RESUMEs. Thus RESUME message passing in the worst case is similar to a all-to-one accumulation operation at the root PE. After these RESUME messages reach the root PE, ACKNOWLEDGE messages will come down the termination tree in the opposite direction from the root PE to leaf PEs. Thus in the worst-case, ACKNOWLEDGE message passing resembles a one-to-all broadcast from the root PE, which takes the same time as an all-to-one accumulation operation. Therefore . To detect termination in this case, we essentially need a all-to-one accumulation operation at the root PE. An optimal all-to-one accumulation operation at the root PE can be performed by reversing the communication paths in an optimal one-to-all broadcast from the root PE [21] . Therefore the worst-case detection delay for any termination detection algorithm is at least the time for an optimal broadcast. Recall from Sec. 2 that the termination tree is chosen so as to optimize a one-to-all broadcast from the root PE. Since in the worst case DETECT TERMINATION performs three broadcast-or accumulationtype operations after termination and before detection, its worst-case detection delay is optimal for any topology and is on the same order as an optimal one-to-all broadcast on that topology.
Normally,
, so that the communication delay, given by the
term, will dominate the time
to process STOP messages, in which case the worst-case detection delay is ¤
.
¡
An interesting offshoot of the above analysis is that it has led to a general expression for one-to-all broadcast in terms of the diameter and height degrees of the target topology, which seems to be a new result.
In the above theorem, we determined detection delay assuming message passing takes place only between neighbors. When message passing takes place between arbitrary PEs, the ACKNOWLEDGE messages from different active ancestor PEs of previously inactive recipient PEs are transmitted to possibly non-neighboring sender PEs. Hence, there can be contention between different ACKNOWLEDGE messages that are sent after time
£ §
, and thus they may take more time than ¤ time to reach the sender PEs, after which the active tree starts contracting monotonically as before. However, in most practical cases, this contention will be negligible, firstly, because the number of ACKNOWLEDGE messages after time £ § will likely be small, and, secondly, because each ACKNOWLEDGE message is a very short constant-length message. Therefore, even when message passing takes place between arbitrary PEs, the worst-case detection delay will most likely be 
Message Complexity
We now consider the message complexity of DETECT TERMINATION. Since each primary message can potentially cause RESUME messages before an acknowledgement for it is issued, the message complexity can be as much as " ! ¢ #
. However, on the average the message complexity will likely Superscripts in labels denote concatenation.
be " ! ¢ ¢ # because a single primary message is likely to cause multiple RESUMEs only towards the end of the primary computation. At all other times, when enough computation load is available with PEs, only a single RESUME is likely to be caused by a primary message. We establish the above claim regarding average message complexity under realistic assumptions in the theorem below.
Average Message Complexity
Theorem 7 Assuming that all PEs have the same free probability (i.e., the probability of being free) 
¡
Note that a loaded PE is always busy except when after sending out some primary message it becomes idle and waits for an acknowledgement. In this case, the PE remains loaded and idle until it receives the pending acknowledgement or it receives a primary message and becomes busy. In practice, the likelihood of a PE being loaded and idle will be very small, so that the loaded probability will essentially be the same as the busy probability. The assumption in the above theorem that the average reciprocal loaded probability (or the average reciprocal busy probability) is bounded above by a constant is a realistic one. This is because, in practice, one desires to maintain a certain minimum efficiency in the utilization of PEs [13] , which translates to a minimum acceptable busy probability or a maximum acceptable reciprocal busy probability requirement. Thus the problem size or the amount of primary computation is scaled with the number of PEs used to solve a problem to meet this requirement. Moreover, for most applications the busy probability is likely to be high for most of the primary computation, so that the average reciprocal busy probability and hence the constant associated with the average message complexity of DETECT TERMINATION is likely to be low. Even in an application with a low busy PE probability of, say, only
, the constant associated with the average message complexity will be at most . Below we give a method for reducing this constant further.
A Practical Technique for Reducing Message Complexity
The constant associated with the average message complexity of DETECT TERMINATION can be substantially reduced by using for every PE , so that the detection delay does not change in order terms. Note that higher the primary-message traffic, more will be the extent of RESUME and ACKNOWLEDGE message combining using counters, and hence greater the reduction in average message complexity.
The above modification will help keep the message complexity of our algorithm low, even at high primary-message traffic, without causing counters to overflow (since counters are flushed before overflow occurs). This is in contrast to overflow problems that may occur at higher traffic in other message-efficient algorithms [2, 14] (see Table 1 ). However, the use of counters in each PE increases the space complexity; but this is normally not a major concern. Moreover, the increase in space complexity per PE is proportional to the number of its senders, and quite frequently the possible set of senders to any PE is restricted to a small set of, usually neighboring, PEs [8, 9, 15] . In cases where the number of senders is large, a dynamic data structure such as a binary search tree ordered by sender PE labels can be used (with some small computational overhead) instead of an array to store the counter values associated with the current set of senders, and thus reduce the memory requirement. Thus we conclude from Theorem 7 and the above discussion that in most practical cases, the average message complexity of DETECT TERMINATION will be " ! ¢ ¢ # with a very small constant associated with it. § £ 
Space and Computational Complexities
Next, in our algorithm, each PE uses four boolean scalar variables Fig. 1 ). Thus the space complexity of our algorithm is . Since each message is associated with some (constant) computation, the worst-case and average computational complexities
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Here we have made the realistic assumption that the reciprocal busy probability averaged over the duration of the primary computation is bounded above by a constant (see Theorem 7).
g
Here we have made the realistic assumption that the total message-transmission time dominates the total message-processing time. The time our algorithm is much better than that of [2, 14] and equal to that of [11] . Thus, overall, our algorithm has almost optimal performance that is much better than that of other algorithms.
Conclusions
Previous termination detection algorithms while being optimal with respect to one performance metric, are inefficient with regard to other metrics. In particular, all previous methods have a worst-case detection delay, the most important metric, of $ , where is the total number of processing elements. This can result in undue idling of computing resources and delay in the utilization of primary computation results; this can be especially acute in a distributed system. In this paper, we presented a novel termination detection algorithm that is optimal or near-optimal with respect to all relevant performance metrics: its detection delay is (optimal), message and computational complexities " ! ¢ ¢ # ( " ! ¢ #
on the average for most applications-the same as other message-efficient algorithms [2, 14] ) and space complexity (optimal), where is the total number of primary messages used by the primary computation, and is the diameter of the target topology. A simple modification using counters greatly reduces the constant factor in the message and computational complexities of our algorithm without causing counter-overflow problems that are present in other algorithms [2, 14] . Furthermore, unlike some previous algorithms [2, 4, 19] , our algorithm does not require links to support FIFO message communication for correct operation.
